This paper presents a time-series prediction framework called the "Significance Engine" which contributes to the area of time-series prediction by presenting a novel, noise resistant mechanism that combines together the techniques of Takens' Theorem and dynamic self-organising maps. It is built around the idea that time-series can be broken down into both random and non-random components and that the non-random components can be used to help predict future time-series movement. It is a highly parallel system which combines together multiple Dynamic SelfOrganising Map units of the 'Grow When Required' type and time delay embedding techniques. It learns iteratively, so the more data the system is fed from the input distribution, the better the predictions it is able to make. After the framework has been initialised and ideally primed using historical data, it is able to recognise re-occurring patterns in highly noisy waveforms and to successfully make future predictions based on historically what occurred when these motifs were previously observed.
INTRODUCTION
Over many years, researchers have been working on time-series prediction techniques based in the extremes on either the analysis of historical data mathematically to develop complex difference equations [1, 2, 3, 4] or simply the examination of these time-series using various visual techniques [5] . These strategies are inherently fraught with many problems such as a lack of historical data, very noisy data that makes extracting any sort of trend difficult, the
HISTORICAL REVIEW 2.1. Why Cluster at All?
The main use of clustering algorithms is to simplify data sets from a large number of data items into a lesser number of characteristic data items called prototypes or codebook vectors. The reasons for doing this are wide and varied. One example being where a dataset needs to be transmitted, it can be compressed into fewer well-chosen prototypes, resulting in less data to transmit and cheaper costs. However, as the number of prototypes that encode a data set decreases, both the compression ratio and the level of distortion in the data increase. So, for any given data set, an acceptable level of distortion needs to be established in advance.
Another way clustering algorithms can be viewed is as filters with the ability to pick out core results from background noise. This is really just the reverse of the compression algorithm outlined already. In this case the codebook vectors would be the required data items while the rest of the data in the cluster would be classified and ignored as background noise. Figure 1a demonstrates a simple two dimensional data set with three correlated clusters while Figure 1b demonstrates the same data set with its Euclidean distance implied clusters outlined. It is a simple matter to visually establish these clusters and guess their barycentres, but designing algorithms to achieve the same result can be a more complex matter. In this scenario, if the data set is represented using just the three prototype vectors implied in Figure 1b , then as there are approximately thirty points in total, a compression ratio of 30/3 = 10 is achieved.
Where it All Began: K Means Clustering
"K Means Clustering" [13, 14] is a vector quantization technique, which separates data into K number of groups each one of which has a representative vector called the prototype. The number of groups, K, and the prototype vectors can either be chosen randomly, or by using some heuristic: such as for example the visual examination of a scatter diagram like the one shown in Figure 1a . Once the groups and prototype vectors have been decided, each data item is presented to the network and associated with a group depending on which prototype vector it is closest to. When all the data items have been presented to the network once, new prototype vectors are chosen to minimize the sum of the squared distances between the input vectors in a group and their respective prototype vectors. This process is repeated in an iterative fashion until the prototype vectors stop moving i.e. the system has converged to a solution.
K Means Clustering does have problems. The algorithm does not define a formal way of choosing the number of groups, K, or their representative prototype vectors. As a result the number of groups chosen by the user may have little relation to any natural separation in the data and the prototype vectors may be far from optimal. Additionally, if two independent experimenters analyse the same data set, they can of course come up with entirely different results because of their initial choice of prototype vectors.
The Kohonen Self-Organising Map (KSOM)
The KSOM algorithm, designed by Professor Teuvo Kohonen [8, 9] , follows on from earlier work by Christoph von der Malsburg [15] . In essence, it is an unsupervised, self-organising, learning algorithm (neural network) the purpose of which is to progressively learn the distribution of a given data set, such as that shown in Figure 1a . For a two dimensional data set a grid of cells (A by B where A*B = L the total number of neurons), known as the map, is created each having an associated weight vector generally of the same dimension as the input data: KSOMs can be used for dimensional reduction by choosing weight vectors of a lesser dimension.
Each input vector can be described by
where m denotes the dimension of the input space. If each weight vector in the map has the same dimensionality as the input space, then each weight can be described by
where L is the total number of neurons in the KSOM network. Discovering time-series building blocks using the 'Significance Engine' The algorithm proceeds as follows:-1. Initialise all weight vectors in the map randomly.
2. Randomly select a data item from the input data set and present it to the KSOM network. 3. Establish the best matching unit (BMU). This is the cell with the weight vector that defines it to be the most similar to the input weight vector by some metric. This is generally the Euclidean distance between the two vectors, but could potentially be any other property relating the two items together such as the correlation between them for example. Where i(x) is the Euclidean distance i(x) = ||x-w j || w j is the winning neuron and x is the input data item. 4. Move the BMU's weight vector along with its topological neighbour's weight vectors towards the input vector by an amount determined by the learning function (1) where x is the input vector, n is the number of data presentations so far, i(x) is the winning neuron/BMU, j is the excited neuron and η(n) is the learning rate where (2) η(0) and τ 2 have been determined experimentally to be 0.1 and 1000 respectively, for the network to converge to a solution within 1000 iterations. h j, i(x) (n) is the neighbourhood function where
j is the position in the map of the excited neuron, i is the position of the winning neuron and
where σ 0 is the radius of the map and
The process is repeated from step 2 until all the maps neurons stop moving or an experimentally determined tolerance/number of iterations is achieved: typically this will be after about 1000 iterations for the parameters provided above. Once the algorithm has terminated the map's weights are distributed in a grid like fashion over the original distribution ( Figure 2 ): the more cells in the map, the better the representation, but the greater the required processing power. The map can now be used for such purposes as:-
• Compressing the input data set (in the same way as 'K Means Clustering').
• Reverse engineering the original input distribution for analysis.
• In the absence of the original data set, an approximation of the original input distribution. A feature of the KSOM is that, both the learning rate Eqn (2) and neighbourhood functions Eqn (3) decrease monotonically with the number of data items presented to the network. As a result the learning function Eqn (3) will affect the network's weights less and less until finally they settle. Figure 3a demonstrates how the BMU's neighbourhood function, which is always centred on the latest winning neuron, initially encompasses the largest proportion of the map but reduces as time progresses until finally affecting only the BMU that it is centred on as shown in Figure 3b .
Generally the neighbourhood function is chosen to be some sort of radial symmetric Gaussian function in line with current neurological models, although the algorithm will work with linear functions. The main criteria for the neighbourhood function being that it initially encompasses all its neighbours, and that it decreases over time until finally affecting only the neuron it is centred on i.e. the BMU. The fact that both the learning rate and neighbourhood functions decrease monotonically with time creates a collar on the network, meaning that even if the input data set's distribution is changing i.e. is non-stationary; the network will still be forced to reach a state of equilibrium. However, under these circumstances, the accuracy with which the SOM has mapped the input distribution would be questionable and as the distribution of the input data set moves, would grow progressively worse. This issue with non-stationary data sets and distribution learning algorithms is commonly referred to as the "plasticity-stability dilemma" [16] where plasticity means that the network needs to continually learn new patterns and stability means that it needs to simultaneously memorize old patterns. The problem being that it is very hard to design systems that have both these properties as they are essentially orthogonal to each other: if you increase plasticity, then you sacrifice stability and vice-versa. The KSOM does have problems:-• Once the learning process is over, if the input distribution moves, the map will start misclassifying new input data as a result of its static nature.
• Because the original neuronal weights are initialised randomly two independent experimenters can produce completely different maps.
• The KSOM will not necessarily produce a grouping of results in quite the way that the user expects. Sometimes two obviously similar groups will be on opposite sides of the map.
• If the input distribution has hotspots, i.e. is not flat, the KSOM algorithm does not work well. What it will tend to do, instead of creating one large group of many data items, is to create several smaller groups ignoring the high correlations between them.
• The number of neurons in the map is fixed and is decided in advance. So, if too few neurons are chosen, the grid points will be very widely spaced over the input data set resulting in a poor model of the distribution. 
Dynamic SOMS
To try to address these issues many hybrids of the KSOM have been designed [17, 18] , the main models in the area currently being "Neural Gas" [19] , "Growing Grid" [20, 21] , "Growing Cell Structures" [22, 23] , "Growing Neural Gas" [18] and finally the "GWR Algorithm" [10] . The advances in these algorithms; not having to specify the number of neurons a priori, removing decreasing system properties (which ultimately place a limit on the system's evolution), age-based stability (so that old memories are gradually thrown away, enabling the system to store newer more current information) and the ability to deal with multi-dimensional data sets, mean that it has become possible to attempt the modelling of moving distributions dynamically in an incremental fashion. The GWR algorithm was selected as the core DSOM model for the Significance Engine framework based on its 'best of breed' continuous learning ability and its inbuilt mechanisms for modelling nonstationarity distributions. It has been previously shown to be both very fast at responding to changes in an input distribution and quicker at learning than its closest neighbour the GNG algorithm.
The Grow When Required Algorithm (GWR)
The GWR algorithm, designed by Stephen Marsland [10] , has its basis in all the networks previously discussed in this paper, its closest relative being the GNG algorithm. It is a dynamically growing model which -unlike Kohonen's SOM -neither requires the networks dimensionality nor the number of cells/neurons to be specified in advance. As a result it is well suited to both learning dynamic non-stationary distributions and a continuous learning process. It is still built from individual weight vectors much like the KSOM, but this is where the analogy ends. There are only two neurons in the GWR model to start with compared with the KSOM's n*m matrix. More neurons are only added when the BMU's activity Eqn (4) is less than the activity threshold, a T (a system constant) and the output of the firing equation Eqn (5) is less than the firing threshold, h T (a system constant): once the firing threshold is breached (h(f c ) < h T ), the neuron is considered to be fully trained and will stop responding to any further training stimulus.
where ξ is a sample from the input distribution, w s1 is the best matching unit (BMU)
where h 0 = S(t) = 1, α and τ are empirically determined constants controlling the rate of exponential decay and f c is the current firing-counter for this neuron.
If the activity between a new data item and its closest potential neighbours is large, then a new neuron is not added, instead itself and it's closest neighbours are moved towards the new data item in a reinforcing manner, the extent of which is proportional to the firing value h(f c ). To help limit the networks longterm memory for parts of a distribution that are no longer valid, each new cell is connected to its two nearest neighbours when it is created and any existing connection between these two neighbours is removed. These connections have an age, which gets incremented and decremented at various points in the algorithm. If a connection's age increases past Age max (system constant) the connection is removed, and more importantly, if a neuron has no connections to the rest of the network it is removed entirely.
The details of the GWR algorithm are as follows:-1. Create two new neurons with weights initialised randomly from the input distribution. 2. Generate an input vector ξ from the input distribution. 3. Determine the two neurons with their weight vectors closest to the input vector: S1 and S2. 4. If there is no edge between S1 and S2, then create one, otherwise set its age to zero. 5. Calculate the activity of the best matching neuron, S1, using the activity equation
6. If the activity, a < the activity threshold, a T and firing value, h(f c ) < firing threshold, h T then a new node should be added between the two best matching nodes, S1 and S2.
• Add the new node, r • Create the new weight vector, setting the weights to be the average of the weights for the best matching mode and the input vector:-
• Connect up the new node to both S1 and S2, removing the original single connection between S1 and S2. 7. If a new node is not added, then move the closest neuron's weight vector w s1 towards the input vector by:-
and its direct neighbours by:-
where the empirically determined learning rates are ε b = 0.05, ε n = 0.0006 h s1 (f c ) is the value of the firing equation for the node S1 and h i (f c ) is the value of the firing equation for S1's directly connected neighbours. 8. Increment the age of all edges emanating from S1, excluding the newly added connection. 9. Increase the firing counter for S1 and recalculate h(f c ) the firing value according to:-
and its neighbours
where α n , α b and τ n , τ b are constants controlling the behaviour of the curve. The firing counter of the winner reduces faster than those of its neighbours. The values used in the experiments were S(t) = 1, h 0 = 1, α b = 1.05, α n = 1.05, τ b = 3.33, τ n = 14.3. f c is the neuron's firing counter. 10. Remove edges with an age > A max . 11. If a neuron has no emanating edges then it is removed from the network. 12. Repeat the process from step 2 and continue indefinitely or until some system-designed limit has been reached.
Time Delay Embedding, Phase-Space & Taken's Embedding Theorem
In the area of mathematics known as topology, a 1 dimensional time-series can be modelled as the flow of a dynamical system across a D dimensional smooth manifold, M. The original D dimensional states of the system that generated this time-series cannot be observed directly, however it is possible to reconstruct the state-space of the original dynamical system using Taken's theorem [11, 24] of time-delay embedding. Time delay embedding involves choosing a dimension, N, and then plotting in this N dimensional phase/embedding space every combination of N successive points from the 1 dimensional time-series under examination: this would, for example, for a 10 point time-series generate the points [1, 2, 3] , [2, 3, 4] through [8, 9, 10] . If N is large enough, this mechanism will create a manifold that is topologically equivalent to the original manifold from which the source timeseries was created. So, simply put, it is possible to reverse engineer the black box that generated a time-series from the time-series it has previously produced to a degree of accuracy dependent on how much of this data is available.
Systems have been designed utilising delay embedding for time-series prediction such as Povinelli's 'Time-Series Data Mining' (TSDM) framework [12] . In this complex system financial time-series are moved into 'Q' dimensional phase-space adding an extra dimension of returns to create what is called an 'augmented phase-space' in Q + 1 dimensions. Then after defining objective, event characterisation and optimisation functions genetic algorithms are used to search this multi-dimensional space for clusters of points that both maximise returns and occur regularly enough to be used as future predictors. This is not a simple system to implement and the fact that it uses genetic algorithms to search a multi-dimensional space makes it very processor hungry. Additionally the way it deals with non-stationarity is to only consider a sliding window of X successive points at any given time, disregarding old but potentially important characteristics of the input distribution in a linear fashion.
THE SIGNIFICANCE ENGINE 3.1. The Framework
The 'Significance Engine' framework is based around a number of enhanced GWR networks working in parallel to produce time-series predictions. Each network takes responsibility for what can be thought of as the distribution of patterns in a time-series of a fixed length. The number of GWR networks used in the framework is dependent on how many different lengths of pattern are being searched for in the input data set by the user. For arguments sake, if a user believes that there are patterns in a data set of lengths; four, five and six, then the Significance Engine used to recognise these patterns would consist of three GWR networks of dimensions; four, five and six.
Each integral GWR network is fed data from the input data set in the form of time-series segments equivalent to the network's chosen pattern length i.e. the four dimensional network would only ever be fed segments of length four. It this way each network builds up a distribution of all the possible patterns (of a specific length) that an input data set contains.
The GWR networks used by the Significance Engine have been enhanced by attaching a list of returns to each node for use in the system's predictive mechanism: essentially each one has been given a memory. When a node becomes a BMU, the log return Eqn (6) of the input segment is calculated and added to the node's returns list. 
= log /
Log returns are used because they provide a natural zero based scale which is very useful when calculating various well-know statistical metrics; a log return greater than zero represents a positive return while a log return less than zero represents a negative return. As the system is fed more and more data, the list of returns associated with each node in each GWR network grows. However, this is not a balanced situation. For time-series that are highly predictable certain nodes will end up with far more returns in their associated lists than others. If the average of these returns becomes significantly higher or lower than zero, then it is likely than this node represents a time-series pattern that is recurrent, and as a result can be used as a future predictor.
Some Terminology
Within this paper P min and P max represent the minimum and maximum pattern lengths that a system user wishes to search for, D min and D max represent the minimum and maximum dimensions of their related GWR networks known as N min and N max , S t1 through S t max represents the input time-series, (S t-5 , S t-4 , S t-3 , S t-2 , S t-1 , S t ) represents a time-series segment from index t-5 to t on the chosen dataset, S t+1 represents the next point in the time-series after a training segment -if the system is in training mode -or the point being predicted in prediction mode, R t+1 represents the log return calculated between S t and S t+1 and finally C t represents the head point in the source time-series (S t1 through S t max ) from where the current training segment was extracted i.e. if the time-series consisted of 100 points (S t1 through S t100 ) and C t was currently 50, then the last point in the time-series segment would be S t50 .
P-values are used in hypothesis testing to gauge whether a hypothesis is true or not. For example, it may be believed that the average of a small group of returns is reflective of an entire population of unknown returns. It could be hypothesised that the larger group of returns has an average of 0. If a sample is selected randomly from this data set and the p-value is found to be 50% then it is likely that the hypothesis is true; there is a 50% chance that a random sample can be greater or smaller than 0: what is believed to be the centre of the distribution. However, if the p-value is very small -less than some significant value: for example 0.05% -then it is said it is unlikely that the hypothesis is true to a significance level of 0.05% i.e. there is less than a 0.05% probability that a randomly picked sample could have an average so high, based on the fact we believe the average of the population to be 0. In this case the likelihood is that the average of the unknown population is greater than 0 and the initial hypothesis is false.
In the Significance Engine framework, due to the fact that the sample sizes are small, all p-values are calculated based on the Students T distribution.
The Training Process
Because of the way SOMs work, iteratively building better and better approximations of input distributions as they are fed more and more data, the best predictions are made once all the available historical data has been fed into the system: this is termed the 'training mode'.
During training mode the system is fed the time-series under investigation as time-series segments of length P max+1 using a sliding window approach. For example if a Significance Engine was constructed with three networks of dimensions D 5 , D 6 and D 7 then a segment of length eight would be extracted from the source time-series ending at point C t+1 . This segment would contain points S t-6 , S t-5 , S t-4 , S t-3 , S t-2 , S t-1 , S t , S t+1 where point S t in the segment corresponds to point Ct in the source series. This single segment would then be expanded into three sub-segments as follows:-Where sub-segment 1 would be destined for N 7 , sub-segment 2 would be destined for N 6 and sub-segment 3 would be destined for N 5 . Each of these segments is chosen to be one point longer than the dimension of its target network. This is because the purpose of S t+1 , in conjunction with S t , is purely to calculate R t+1 for addition to the returns list of the BMU. Only the points up to and including S t in each of the sub-segments are fed into the various GWR networks.
As each GWR is fed its sub-segment, a BMU (closest cluster in X dimensional space) is chosen: in the example outlined above this would give three BMUs. Out of these three, the BMU with the lowest p-value of returns is selected as the winner. The reason being that if the p-value of returns is very small for a GWR node, then it is unlikely that the average return is zero i.e. it is likely that this node can be used to predict either a positive or negative return. If over the systems multiple GWR networks in a Significance Engine there are two BMUs with equally small p-values, then the one with the highest dimension always wins. The logic being that the longer the motif is, the more distinctive it is and the less the likelihood that it is random background noise. Once the absolute winner has been selected, if its p-value is found to be lower than a system defined significance level, it is considered to be a good future prediction.
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, , , Once the overall system BMU has been selected and recorded, R t+1 is added to each BMU's returns list in each GWR, C t is incremented to C t+1 and the whole process is repeated until C t+1 = t max i.e. we have run out of training data.
Making a Future Prediction
Potentially, predictions are made every time the system receives a new time-series segment provided the overall BMU has a p-value less than a system wide significance level. It is only when this process is complete that the new return, R t+1 , is added to each of the BMU's in each GWR: in this way the learning process is reinforced. Once all the historical data has been used to train the framework it is then ready to make future predictions without any change to the algorithm at all. The only thing that changes is that the point S t+1 -the point to predict -is no longer available in the input time-series segment. As a result it is simply set to zero.
Some Visual Examples
In essence, the Significance Engine looks for motifs in a time-series that stick out above the rest i.e. have greater significance, using the historical expected returns following these motifs as pointers to which way the time-series will move at t+1.
To understand better how Takens' Theorem can be used in conjunction with self-organising maps (SOMs) to make time-series predictions, several examples will now be presented that progressively grow in complexity. To begin with, the GWR mechanism will be explored with the simple triangular wave (Figure 4a) . If the y-values of successive pairs of points from this time-series' are plotted on a graph, what results is the Takens' Theorem implied phase space shown in Figure 5 . As can be seen it consists of two single points; one representing the up moves of the waveform, '0, 1', (Figure 4b ) and the other representing the down, '1, 0', (Figure 4c ). The GWR network, being a distribution-learning algorithm, would learn this distribution as two distinct groups or clusters, easily separable due to the regularity of the incoming data.
This meta-data can be used to predict how a time-series will move at t+1 by using the following algorithm? A triangular wave time-series of length ten: S t-9 through to S t , is fed into the system 2 points at a time starting with points S t-9 , S t-8 and ending with points S t-1 , S t . As each BMU -of which there will be 2 for this waveform -is selected the simple return (= S t /S t-1 ) between the last point in the segment and the next point in the full time-series is calculated and recorded in a list associated with it. This process is repeated for each 2 point combination resulting in Table 1 . 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 It can be seen from the results that the expected return following node one is -100% and node two is +100%. So, it can be said with increasing confidence that as the network receives more training data, if node 1 fires the predicted return will be −100% and if node 2 fires the predicted return will be +100%. So, as a result of a triangular wave containing regular patterns and the GWR network's ability to separate and recognise these patterns in map space, the system is able to predict what will happen at t+1 with growing confidence as the number of returns following any given motif grow in number.
If a more complex time-series is now examined where the up and down moves are not exactly equal (the sloppy triangular wave shown in Figure 6a ), instead of producing a tidy distribution with two distinct points as per the previous example, Figure 6b is produced: a distribution consisting of two groups of points that are spread out around two barycentres, each one representing a fuzzy motif/waveform characteristic. Any new time-series data that falls within the upper left group signifies that an up move has just occurred, while any new data that falls within the lower right group signifies a down move has happened. As the GWR network is fed data from this input distribution it learns these two groups and is able to quickly classify new incoming data into one or the other. Additionally, as the network is fed more and more data and the list of returns associated with each group grows, it can be said with increasing confidence the way the time-series will move next. A prediction mechanism has therefore been produced, which through the use of the GWR network is robust against noise introduced into the waveform along the Y-axis.
To now examine what happens when noise is applied horizontally along the X-axis an even more challenging waveform, the noisy triangular wave, is used. This waveform has been generated from the sloppy triangular wave but has had segments of random noise inserted at random points as per Figure 7a .
As can be seen from Figure 7b , this distribution does not seem to have any clear clusters representing useful motifs that could be used for prediction, the reason being that the random noise in the input waveform has clouded the picture. Thus the GWR network is unable to create the distinct groupings shown in the previous two examples. This does not in fact matter to the GWR mechanism. The expected returns associated with each motif provide a third dimension to the distribution, making useful motifs stand out like hills above an otherwise flat terrain. As pure random noise is flatly distributed, all of the 'hills and dales' in the map will fire in error equally often and the overall effect of noise corrupting the distribution learnt by the GWR network will be cancelled out. So in short, a predictive mechanism that is resistant to noisy data along the Y-axis; through the GWR network's ability to learn distributions by categorising the incoming dataset into clusters, and along the X-axis by using the additional dimension of returns as a filter, has been produced. Figure 8 provides a very good view of what is happening internally within the systems various GWR networks for a noisy triangular wave as input. Six columns are shown, each one representing a GWR of the dimension specified in the first row from the top. The second row gives the current number of clusters that have been created within that GWR while the third and fourthwhich are repeated for each cluster pattern -provide the cluster's barycentre coordinates (prototype) in X dimensional space, the significance of that cluster within the GWR and finally its unique network identifier. The cluster significance (firing count/total data presentations) provides an idea of which clusters are currently the most popular. As can be seen, each GWR is building a set of points in X dimensional space, each which represents a single timeseries motif/characteristic pattern.
What Do These Multi-Dimensional Clusters/Motifs Look Like Anyway?

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
General Overview
A random walk is a time-series which at each point continues from the previous point, with a 50 : 50 chance of going up or down. In addition the distance between successive points is constant. To base-line the ability of this system to recognise recurrent patterns in time-series; basic random walk time-series, interspersed with varying degrees of a randomly pre-generated motif (Figure 9 ), were used. The test Significance Engine was initialised to look for patterns of lengths five through ten points with each integral GWR network configured as per Table 2 [16]; settings taken directly from Steve Marsland's paper on the original GWR design. As a result, the length of the test motif was chosen as eleven because in order for there to be some chance of a ten dimensional GWR making predictions over ten successive points, the pattern(s) being searching for must be at least one point longer.
Six time-series were generated, sections of which are shown in Figure 10 , each of length four thousand points:-1. A chain of the predefined pattern (0% noise − 100% motifs) 2. A random walk with the predefined pattern interspersed at random points (20% noise − 80% motifs) 3. A random walk with the predefined pattern interspersed at random points (40% noise − 60% motifs) 4. A random walk with the predefined pattern interspersed at random points (60% noise − 40% motifs) Figure 9 . Example of a randomly generated motif.
5.
A random walk with the predefined pattern interspersed at random points (80% noise − 20% motifs) 6. A pure random walk (100% noise − 0% motifs) Obviously, any good time-series prediction system should not be able to find any patterns at all in time-series 6 as it is essentially noise. In contrast to time-series 1 -an uninterrupted chain of the basic test motif -where the system should have a recognition rate of approximately one hundred percent.
To generate the results in this paper the test system was subjected to ten randomly generated time-series with 100% noise, then 80% noise etc down to 0% noise. For each individual run the results were stored in an underlying database and later aggregated by noise level for graphing. In this way, each result by noise level represents an average over 10 runs.
How Prediction Success Varies with Dimension
There are two main mechanisms at work in the Significance Engine. The first being that, as each integral GWR network receives time-series segments, it is building a progressively better model of the distribution of the incoming time-series' patterns/motifs: the more a specific pattern occurs in the timeseries the more its cluster is selected in X dimensional space, and the longer its list of associated returns. The second being, that winning clusters are ultimately selected based on the p-value of their returns list: if the p-value of the winning cluster's returns list in the winning GWR is larger than a system specified significance level, then no prediction will be made. Figure 11 and Figure 12 , which outline respectively the number of overall prediction successes (successes -failures) and the percentage success rate ([successes -failures]/total predictions) for each GWR network in the test system for each level of noise in the test waveform, are summarised in Table 3 . Figure 11 and Table 3, show how as the level of noise in the system increases from 0% to 100%, the overall number of successful predictions drops from 5635 to 220. This is expected as each of these time-series contains fewer and fewer motifs than the last. Figure 10 . Examples of random walks with varying levels of a randomly interspersed motif. Figure 13 demonstrates how as the level of noise increases the trend is for the higher dimensional networks to contribute less to the overall percentage of predictions made, rather than each of the networks making an equal contribution. As the test motif is always 11 points in length this makes sense, as if there is no noise to taint the higher dimensional network's distribution model, the clusters in ten dimensional space will be very clearly spaced resulting in their associated lists of returns growing quickly. Conversely, as the noise level increases in the system the constituent GWR networks spend more time learning noise than useful information. This means that until motifs have had time to repeat themselves -become significant -they get hidden by background noise. In a sense there is a battle for emergence going on between motifs becoming gradually more significant while noise simultaneously confuses the picture. As a result, motifs emerge through background noise a little at a time depending on how frequently they occur. Figure 11. Overall prediction successes vs. dimension. Figure 12 shows us the robustness of the system to noise. At 0% noise the system has a perfect record of predictions; a flat 100% success rate. While at 80% noise the system is still making on average 10% more good predictions than bad. Figure 14 shows how the ability of the system to make successful predictions decreases exponentially as noise increases to -as would be expected -a 50% success rate.
The System Learns
The drive behind Artificial Intelligence is to design systems that can learn from previous experiences, thereby improving their performance as time progresses. Figure 15 shows the cumulative success rate (successes plus failures) at each point in the systems learning process. It is quite clear how the predictive success of the Significance Engine grows as it is fed more and more time-series segments. This happens pretty much linearly for the Significance Engine tested against a 0% noise waveform, but progressively more slowly for the other systems subjected to waveforms containing higher and higher percentages of noise. The system of course shows no learning capacity at all for the waveform containing 100% noise as would be expected.
CONCLUSIONS
The 'Significance Engine' contributes to the area of time-series prediction by presenting a novel, noise resistant mechanism for time-series prediction, designed by combining together the techniques of Takens' Theorem and dynamic selforganising maps. It is able to continually learn through the use of a dynamically maintained memory (phase-space), making it a very practical system for use in real-time applications. As has been shown in this paper, it is able to predict a timeseries' movement with increasing success as noise decreases, being able to provide highly accurate predictions in noiseless waveforms. It has also been shown that as time progresses, the overall system's performance improves as the integral GWR networks develop clearer models of the input distribution.
